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even though i have my onboard sound configured as the primary sound device, it won't work. i'm running windows xp sp2 and tried many combinations of sound and audio devices before i came to this conclusion. i disabled my
sound blaster live! 24 bit card and re-installed the 2.0.8 version but no luck. i tried removing all of the sound devices and adding back, no luck. i removed the windows audio service and re-installed it and it worked for awhile, but the

sound would start to drop out and cause the system to stutter. still it's only a temporary fix and it doesn't work 100% of the time. i was starting to go crazy with the sound problem. i was thinking about trying to get my onboard
sound card to work again, but i just couldn't stand the idea of having no sound. so i was looking for some help on the net and i found one thing that would work, and now it's the only thing that works. i uninstalled all of the software

and the drivers and then reinstalled it with the cd. after the installation was finished, it worked. as far as i can tell, it's the only working solution i've come across so far. i have a p5pe vm board. since then i have been having
problems and i am getting mad. i need help on getting my sound working. i have tried every piece of sound hardware and software to no avail. i have tried the audigy2 zs drivers and got only stereo sound. the sound card is not even

listed in the hardware and i have no drivers for it. i have tried the asus installer and that doesnt do anything. if anyone has any suggestions please please let me know. i need a fix and this is my last resort. i am going back to the
store to get a motherboard that works with the rest of my hardware.
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ok, so i am in windows 98
se, the device manager

shows the audigy 2 zs as
"audio adapter" and the
default as "card:audio". i
tried to put the audigy 2
zs into the default and it
didnt work so im in the
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"asio4all" device now.
windows 98 se can't use
more than a single cpu
core. windows nt (some
versions) can and so can
windows xp. most games
that worked on 98 can be
made to work on xp and
honestly a lot of games
that worked on 98 can

also be made to work on
windows 7 or 10.

sometimes it takes some
patching, sometimes you
need to run them in vm,
and sometimes dosbox is
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your best friend for much
older games. hello, so i

finally got my audigy 2 zs
installed under windows
98 se buy installing vxd

drivers manually. i'm using
a asus p5pe-vm

motherboard. all of the
system sounds come

through just fine, cd audio
works fine as well.

however, when trying to
launch most games i do
not get any audio. most
games don't produce an

error just silence.
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however, any of the
humongous entertainment

games do produce this
interesting error that

prevents the game from
running: other than that, i
am using driver easy pro

edition with my asus p5pe-
vm. it's been working fine
for more than 6 months
now. i'm just waiting for

windows 7 to be released
before updating my
computer to a new

version. i have a p5pe-vm
and i've been using driver
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easy pro edition for
windows xp and windows

vista. driver easy pro
edition is really helpful in

updating drivers. it detects
outdated drivers, scans
your computer to list all

installed drivers and
updates them. i've used
this tool to get all of my

asus drivers up to date. if
you have a similar

problem, you can try
driver easy pro edition.
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